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Abstract 

In order to prosper, businesses need to be able to get the most information out of the data they 

already have without increasing costs.  Many non-technical professionals do not have the tools 

they need to make fast and informed decisions.  Large Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 

systems are a financial burden due to both hardware costs and software and licensing costs.  This 

paper shows that free or inexpensive neural network programs can be effective at making 

predictions with limited knowledge of how a neural network functions.  Online occupational data 

was used to compare neural network predictions to the predictions made by the U. S. Bureau of 

Labor Statistics.  Although the predictions are generalizations of job growth, with only five 

variables, these general predictions were calculated within six hours at an accuracy of 94.96%.  

While this result may not be optimal, it does show that with no expense or prior expertise 

information can easily be gleaned from current data.  Having the benefit of making rapid 

informed decisions can give a company the boost it needs to be competitive. 
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Introduction 

This review covers the benefits of using neural networks in business data analysis 

predictions, and decision making specifically using data widely available online.  Organizations 

in a variety of industries have used the same methods for predictions for many years.  For 

example, the Bureau of Labor Statistics has used the same factoring analysis for over 30 years to 

predict growth for various occupations (U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 

1997).  The growth of technology in business has opened up new opportunities for organizations 

to develop customized prediction and decision making tools.  The goal of this study was to 

determine if useful predictions could be made given data readily available online, no cost 

software; processed by a user with limited knowledge of neural network software.   

The software available to create and run a neural network varies from no cost, 

downloadable programs to applications that cost thousands of dollars; which may be a module of 

an existing Enterprise System.  While no cost software has the benefit of lowering overall project 

costs, the algorithms used in this software may not be as efficient as the algorithms in purchased 
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software.  No cost software may have other limitations for example in the free version, analysis 

may be restricted.  For example, NuClass is a no cost neural network program that has a 

limitation of ten nodes in the hidden layer.  Even with these limitations we intend to show that 

even less efficient algorithms may prove useful to many organizations. For example in our 

analysis the inputs for this occupational growth prediction study were restricted to five to attain 

the optimum topology.   

Background 

Neural Networks are analysis tools that fall into the general class of data mining tools and 

are most commonly used in pattern recognition problems.  Data mining is the process of 

extracting previously unknown information out of a set of data (Witten & Frank, 2005).  Data 

mining includes many analysis tools including, but not limited to, linear regression analysis, 

decision trees, neural networks, and data clustering.  These tools are quite useful for data 

classification (Pant & Srinivasan, 2005) (Pendharkar, 2006).  

Neural networks have been proven to be effective tools to classify data from small to 

large data pools (Wasserman, 1989).  Most of the studies using neural networks in the last ten 

years have focused on one type of neural network, the Multilayer Perception (MLP) model.  This 

is arguably the most common type of neural network and is well adapted for classifying data.  A 

recent example is the study by (Becerra, Galvao, & Abou-Seda, 2005) where they compared 

wavelet networks to neural networks as well as linear models.  They concluded that neural 

networks were a valid alternative to linear techniques.   

Use of data mining techniques to examine business data is not unique.  For example, 

(Becerra, Galvao, & Abou-Seda, 2005) used data mining techniques to identify businesses in 

distress.  Becerra used five common business financial ratios from 21 companies that failed and 

21 companies that are enduring firms, to build and test several classification models.  He 

concluded that non-linear modeling techniques, like neural networks, outperformed linear 

techniques such as linear discriminate analysis.  

Likewise (Koh, 2004) used data mining techniques to predict auditing assessment of a 

business’s health.  Koh looked at five variables: 1) Working capital to total assets, 2) Retained 

earnings to total assets, 3) Earnings before interest and tax to total assets, 4) Market value of 

equity to book value of total debt, and 5) Sales to total assets.  Using data from 33 failed and 33 

enduring companies, Koh also compared several modeling techniques including neural networks 

and linear analysis.  He concluded that the neural networks performed well in predicting a 

company’s going concern status.  

These studies used a variety of hardware systems and software to test neural networks 

and their functionality.  Of the studies that stated the systems and software used, there was a 

wide variety of software.  The software ranged from self written algorithms and software to 

neural network tools that were available through enterprise systems available to the researchers.  

The research that focused on new methodologies relied heavily on self written software, or open 

source software, such as Weka (Weka3 - Data mining with open source machine learning) that 

could be modified to test these theories.  The research that focused on what a neural network 

could predict relied more heavily on purchased software that was readily available than on the 

low or no cost software available online. 

Our claim in this paper is not that neural networks are new, nor that using neural 

networks to analyze business data is new. Rather our claim is that neural networks have matured 

to the point where laymen can use them successfully with little knowledge of how the neural 
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network works.  While we used labor statistics in this paper, this was just a vehicle to show how 

to use neural networks on business data, and we further claim that any non-linear business data 

can be used with similar results.  

Data 

The data selected was a list of 744 occupations taken from the U.S. Department of Labor, 

Bureau of Labor Statistics (1997).  The five predictor variables selected were: number currently 

employed; median annual earnings; educational attainment; most significant source of 

postsecondary education or training; and unemployment rate for that specific occupation. 

Since there is interest in forecasting future employment trends and since the data is 

readily available (Franklin, 2007) (Chentrens, n.d.), we chose U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau 

of Labor Statistics data to test downloadable neural network software to predict employment 

trends. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics has been using a regression methodology for thirty 

years to make occupation growth predictions.  The data used in these predictions is available 

online for anyone to review and use.  These data are available in a few different formats, pdf, 

Excel, and text files.  There are also .dat files available for some of the larger data files.  

Occupational growth was predicted using data from this source and downloadable no cost neural 

network software in order to show that managers and business researchers can use widely 

available data to make fast and accurate predictions.   

Neural Network Model 

The following section is a simple introduction to neural networks provided for those 

unfamiliar with neural networks.  This information will help managers and researchers 

understand the terms and workings of neural network software.  This description is not 

exhaustive and interested readers should direct their attention to the references or one of the 

many books on the subject (Chawla, 2005) (Wasserman, 1989). 

A neural network is set up in a pattern that loosely resembles the neural network of a 

human brain.  In the human brain neurons receive inputs from as many as thousands of synapses 

and become active when the input reaches a set threshold.  The neuron output may then become 

input to another neuron or send its output to the nervous system. The most common neural 

network is the multi-layer perception model or more commonly referred to as simply a neural 

network (Wasserman, 1989).  The neural network consists of several layers of nodes connected 

by weights.  The weights are values calculated during the training process or preset by the 

researcher.  The nodes are simply data variables, where each node holds one value.  The user 

supplies some node values and others are computed by the network.  The neural network nodes 

are grouped into three layers: input, hidden and output.  The first layer, the input layer, is where 

the user will input the data.  The input layer will contain one node for each variable value used 

for the classification.  The second layer is called the hidden layer because the user normally does 

not see or use this layer.  The number of nodes necessary for ideal performance in this layer is 

not known at the start of the project.  In general the number of nodes in the hidden layer should 

be between 1.5 and 2.0 times the number of nodes in the input layer.  The exact number is often 

found by trial and error.  The last layer is the output layer where the model’s results can be 

observed.  Typically the output layer contains one node for each category being classified, but 

sometimes only one output node is used.  When multiple nodes are used for output one node is 
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expected to have the value 1 and the rest of the nodes have the value of zero to indicate the 

classification.      

A neural network can have more than three layers and if so the extra layers are hidden 

layers. However, seldom does the performance of extra hidden layers exceed the performance of 

neural networks with one hidden layer especially when considering the additional complexity 

required. Thus the three layer architecture is typical.   Examples of the nodes of a neural network 

are shown in Figure 1. 

To recognize and properly classify data, neural networks need training.  The most 

common method of training is back-propagation.  Back-propagation is a technique where 

previously classified (known) data is applied to the input nodes and the value of the output nodes 

are recorded for comparison to the expected output. These matched data establish the weights of 

the hidden nodes.  In other words the data and known solutions are given to the network.  The 

network uses the inputs and outputs to determine how to sort future inputs. 

Training starts with all the weights in the neural network assigned random values 

between 0 and 1.  Then the known sample input is fed into the network, as described above, and 

the output node values are computed.  The network output node values are then compared to the 

known classifications.  The comparison results in an error signal that is used to adjust the 

networks weights.  This process is repeated with the sample input data until the network reaches 

stability.   

It should be noted that every neural network, including two created using the same data, 

will not be exactly the same.  The models can differ due to the random starting weights, the order 

in which the training data is presented, and the randomness built into the training process.  

However, two networks trained with the same data should perform exactly the same.    
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Figure 1 - Neural network topology. 
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Once the neural network is trained, it must be validated.  Validation is the process of 

verifying that the model is in fact a good model of the data.  Most researchers take a random 

portion of their original input data and remove it from the training set for validation.  Once the 

network is trained this data is applied to the network to measure how well the network works on 

original, but previously unseen data.  If the validation step does not show that the model 

adequately classifies this previously unseen data, the model can be modified by changing the 

number of nodes in the hidden layer and repeating the training process.  This validation step is 

required in establishing the best model fit. 

One issue that the validation step can expose is neural network over fitting (Belhadjali, 

Whaley, & Abbasi, Training a neural network for knowledge, 2006).  When trained correctly, 

neural networks can generalize well.  That is they can properly classify never before seen data.  

However, if over trained, the network remembers the exact training set and fails to perform well 

on new data.  To avoid this condition a sufficiently large training data set is required along with a 

reasonable training cut off criteria.   

The training cut off criteria is often dynamically calculated by the neural network tool.  

This is done by looking at the rate of change of the error rate and the overall error rate.  Any 

stable error rate between 0.01 and 0.001 is considered good. 

A properly trained and validated neural network is considered a valid alternative to linear 

regression especially when the original data violate the assumptions that linear regression rely 

on.  Specifically when the data is non-linear, regression fails to perform satisfactorily.  Neural 

networks have exceptional performance with non-linear data because neural networks are 

themselves non-linear.   

Method 

The neural network tool used in this study was a free tool called NuClass that was down 

loaded from the internet (Image Processing and Neural Network Lab at the University of Texas 

at Arlington).  This tool is a complete system that can build train and apply several different 

kinds of neural networks.  Since we are only interested in multi-layer perception models, we will 

focus our discussion in that area.   

Once we downloaded the NuClass tool and ran setup, we prepared our data for analysis.  

The tool requires the data to be in a text file that is comma or tab-delimited.  For ease of use, we 

put our data in a spreadsheet and then saved it in a comma-delimited file.  The data needs to be 

organized with the inputs (in the same order) followed by the expected output.  The number of 

inputs is determined by the data and by the restrictions of the NuClass tool. 

As an example of the tool limiting our data choices, the downloadable NuClass tool only 

allows ten nodes in the hidden layer (upgrades are available).  Since we wanted to start with a 

model that had twice as many nodes in the hidden layer as in the input layer, we were restricted 

to five input nodes.  Buying the upgrade or using a different input to hidden layer ratio would 

have allowed us to use more input data. 

We used five data inputs for this study, based on current occupational figures: number 

currently employed; median annual earnings; educational attainment; most significant source of 

postsecondary education or training; and unemployment rate for that specific occupation.  The 

neural network topology chosen is consistent with previous studies.  We started with the standard 

topology of five input nodes; one hidden layer with ten nodes; and one output classification 

node.   
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Results were classified into four job growth categories based on the change in the number 

of jobs per occupation: VH = Very high, H = High, L = Low, and VL = Very low.   These are the 

same classification categories that were used by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in their 

predictions of 10-year job growth (U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistice, 2007).   

Recall that the neural network needs to be trained and then validated to ensure 

performance.  To prepare the data for training and validation we randomly divided the data into 

two groups, a training set of 377 values and a validation set of 377 values.  Once we separated 

the data, the neural network training started. 

 

Training starts by choosing the training menu in the NuClass tool as shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2 Starting Training 

Once the training data is loaded and the training process has been run the screen looks like the 

screen shot in Figure 3.  At this point the model should be saved. 

Network training was performed until an error rate of 0.002919 had been achieved.  This 

is lower than the desired training error rate of 0.001 or lower.   The neural network tool trained 

the network using the standard back propagation algorithm.  This took about an hour to 

complete.  Once it was completed, the validation data set was used to validate the model.   

To validate the model the testing menu was chosen.  Once completed the tool should look 

like the screen shot in Figure 4. 
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Figure 3 Training Complete 

 

 The measure of the performance of the model is calculated by counting how many times 

it misclassifies the validation set data.  Fewer misclassifications mean that one model is better 

than another is.  Our first model had an overall misclassification rate of 27.85%. 

The disappointing outcome of the original model was not unexpected.  Neural networks 

can be affected by many factors that are difficult to impossible to see ahead of time.  Factors like 

over training, memorizing one data set, are usually handled in the NuClass tool.  More likely, 

disappointing results are caused by the input to hidden layer ratio.  Choosing a different ratio 

often results in a better model. 

Since we had marginal results, we chose to reduce the number of nodes in the hidden 

layer and repeated the analysis.  This is a common practice in neural network analysis.  It is 

common to adjust the model and perform multiple runs to find the best model fit.  The second 

model performed up to our expectations.    
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Figure 4 Validation finished 

Since we had marginal results, we chose to reduce the number of nodes in the hidden 

layer and repeated the analysis.  This is a common practice in neural network analysis.  It is 

common to adjust the model and perform multiple runs to find the best model fit.  The second 

model performed up to our expectations.    

Results 

Below are the results of the validation set in the trained neural network.  The first table 

shows the results of testing the original network with the validation data.  The classification and 

Class ID both show the four groups that the input can belong to.  The number of error patterns is 

the number of inputs that the neural network should have had in that output category, but were 

misclassified to another category.  The % of Total Errors column is the percent of errors for that 

classification that were classified incorrectly by the model. 
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NuClass Results with 10 nodes in the hidden layer  

    

Testing Result for : Inputs: 5 Hidden Units: 10 Patterns: 377 
        

Classification Class ID 

No. of Error 

Patterns % of Total Errors 

VL (-155,000 to +18,000) 1 29 7.69% 

L (19,000 to 77,000) 2 57 15.12% 

H (78,000 to 201,000) 3 19 5.04% 

VH (202,000 to 736,000) 4 0 0% 
        

Totals   105 27.85% 

Table 1: Misclassifications of neural network in the original  NuClass 5-10-4 model 

 

NuClass Results with 7 nodes in the hidden layer  

    

Testing Result for : Inputs: 5 Hidden Units: 7 Patterns: 377 
        

Classification 

Class 

ID 

No. of Error 

Patterns % of Total Errors 

VL (-155,000 to +18,000) 1 6 1.59% 

L (19,000 to 77,000) 2 11 2.92% 

H (78,000 to 201,000) 3 2 0.53% 

VH (202,000 to 736,000) 4 0 0% 
        

Totals   19 5.04% 

    
Table 2: Misclassifications of neural network in the second NuClass 5-7-4 model 

Conclusion 

The results of the validation set for the neural network with the original ten nodes in the 

hidden layer show a classification accuracy of 72.15% (see table 1).   A majority of the 

classification errors occurred in category 2 which represents Low job growth between 19,000 

and 77,000 more jobs predicted in 2014 (U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistice, 

2007) 

Then the second neural network with seven nodes in the hidden layer (5-7-4 network) 

was trained and tested.  The results were greatly improved (see table 2).  The results of the 

validation set show a classification accuracy of 94.96% a gain of 22% accuracy over the original 

5-10-4 network topology.   

This neural network tool quickly created a model that can be used on future data to 

classify predicted job growth.  This tool is easy to use, robust, and accurate.  This tool is 

available at no cost and can be used by people with very limited knowledge of the inner 

workings of neural networks. 

Business managers and researchers do not need to make a large investment in order to see 

if the neural network methodology can improve their processes and decisions.  The United States 
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Government and related entities publish large amounts of data on their websites.  Organizations 

can combine published data with their own data to make customized predictions using low or no 

cost neural network applications.  These predictions can support decision makers in coming to 

informed decisions quickly.   

Neural network tools exist that make it easy for building a classification system for 

business data.  These tools are robust and do a good job on classifying data, especially when the 

underlying data is non-linear.   

In this paper, we showed that freely available, easily down loaded neural network tools 

can be used to do business data analysis and classification.  We showed this using some standard 

information available on a government website and we were able to classify it into occupation 

growth predictions.  We claim that these tools have matured to the point where anyone can use 

them to classify raw data. 
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